Particulate Respirator—The 8210 particulate respirator from 3M is NIOSH approved for at least 95% filtration efficiency against certain non-oil based particles. The two-strap design with welded dual point attachment helps provide a secure seal while using an electrostatically charged microfiber filter media designed for ease of breathing. Circle 99 on the reader service card.

Heated Hoodie—The heated hoodie from DeWalt connects to either a 20V MAX or 12V MAX battery and can help the user stay warm with up to 7.5 hours of heat with each charge. Each features a durable outer shell and three core heating zones: upper left chest, upper right chest, and mid-back. Circle 100 on the reader service card.

Heated Mat—The Ice-Away heated mat from Cozy Products uses just 240 W and is used to prevent dangerous, icy conditions and avoid slip-and-fall injuries. The mat itself is waterproof and is designed to melt snow as it falls on the chosen surface. Weighing 17 lb., the mat can be transported into any work environment. Circle 102 on the reader service card.

Electronic Ear Muffs—The over-the-head electronic ear muffs from Elvex offer hearing protection while on the job as well as the ability to bring in outside audio such as AM/FM radio and phone calls. The built-in noise-canceling microphone is on a flexible stalk for easy adjustment. Circle 103 on the reader service card.

Impact Resistant Gloves—The impact resistant gloves from Ironclad include back-of-hand protection with a breathable expansion chamber. The memory-foam palm pads absorb impact and vibration when using power tools. The reflective fabric of the glove makes for extra visibility at night or in the dark. Circle 101 on the reader service card.

Backpack Cooling System—The Classic Cool Vest from Glacier Tek has eight cooling packs built into horizontal cells that conform to the user’s torso. The packs come in 7 oz or 10.3 oz sizes for users of different sizes. Each of the packs has a hermetically sealed outer barrier film that can be cleaned and sterilized with ease. Circle 104 on the reader service card.
**Aerial Work Platform**—The Power Tower aerial work platform from IRONguard is a fully enclosed personal basket that enables the operator to reach heights of up to 26 ft. The platform is small enough to fit through 30 in. wide door and weighs less than 310 lb. Circle 105 on the reader service card.

**Mold Control**—The BBj 861556 mold control for HVAC systems from Nikro Industries is a concentrated antimicrobial for use in HVAC Systems and Air Ducts. The chemical controls the growth of microorganisms in the entire system. Concentrated 15 ounce container makes 7.5 gallons. The product is sold in 15 oz. container. Circle 106 on the reader service card.

**Small Tool Lanyard**—The retractable wrist lanyard from Gear Keeper can safely secure tools up to 5 lb. and a 100% safety margin in drop load testing. The lanyard is attached to the wrist by a loop and cinch Velcro strap and connected to the tool by 10 in. lanyard with a barrel lock. Circle 107 on the reader service card.

**Sun Shield Visor**—The MSA 697410 V-Gard Full Brim Hard Hat Sun Shield extends the brim of V-Gard and Topgard protective caps all the way around to help protect wearer's ears and neck from sun's rays. Made of polyurethane (front portion is Lexan, smoke tint). Circle 108 on the reader service card.

**Hydroblast Suit**—The Hydroblast suit from MCR Safety is a .35mm PVC/Polyester suit jacket with an attached hood. The jacket also comes with hook and loop wrist closures and a 13 in. x 15 in. shroud that attaches to chest and face shield for maximum protection. Circle 109 on the reader service card.

**Leak Sealant**—The Ultimate Leak Sealant from Nu-Calgon treats systems comes in UV dye versions that feature brighter ultraviolet dye formula. The Ultimate line comes in three versions: LS (Large System) treats systems up to 10 tons, while the large system UV dye product (LS/UV) treats systems up to 7.5 tons. Ultimate SS (Small System) is for systems up to 2 tons and is now available in a UV dye version as well (SS/UV). Circle 110 on the reader service card.
**Face Shield**—The TCG25 Series arc flash face shield from the Oberon Company meets ANSI /ISEA 125 Level 2 Conformity and Arc Flash PPE Category 2 Standards with an arc rating of 25 cal/cm². The shield itself is made from a durable polycarbonate and has optional anti-fog and scratch resistant coatings. *Circle 111 on the reader service card.*

**Value Box Cutter**—The Value Box Cutter from RefrigiWear is a recessed blade prevents contact with fingers and box contents. The cutter’s blade is a heavy duty, high-quality carbon steel blade that is dishwasher safe to prevent cross-contamination. The curved shape of the cutter rests naturally in the user’s hand for ease of use. *Circle 112 on the reader service card.*

**SMART Pro/R Service Tools**—The SMART Pro/R Service Tools from Sporlan-Parker displays, records and exports data and reports for HVAC/R system temperatures, pressures, superheat and subcooling using a free app available on all mobile devices. It calculates down to -40°F (-40°C) and has a battery life of approximately 2,000 hours. The sensors are made to fit any pipe size and are rated for IP65 (resistant to dust, dirt and water spray). *Circle 114 on the reader service card.*

**Leather Suspender System**—The Occidental Leather suspender system from Occidental Leather was designed for even load distribution with a contoured that yoke relieves hips and lower back strain. The leather loop attachment system for up to a 3 in belt is included with purchase. *Circle 115 on the reader service card.*

**Compact Tool Pouch**—The MP1 compact tool pouch from Veto Pro Pac comes with a leather pocket pad that can be slipped into the user’s back pocket for easy mobility. It also comes with a fold over leather belt loop with a snap for permanent placement. The pouch contains 11 vertical pockets contained in waterproof denier nylon. *Circle 116 on the reader service card.*

**Heated Base Layer Shirt**—The ActionHeat 5V battery heated base layer shirt from The Warming Store comes with a 5V power bank 6000mAh. The power bank powers the user’s garment and can also charge their phone, tablet, or any USB charged device. Heating times will diminish if used to charge other devices. *Circle 113 on the reader service card.*